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1. INTRODUCTION

.\ _5wing number of evidence indicar, es that there

are coherent patterns of variability in sea surface temper-

ar,ure, 5_aT! anomaly n<_r,only at, inrerannual dmescab.

bur aiso a" :tecadab_o-inr,erdecada[ times<role and beyo_,d

, F,_[I,,.::,i _r el. [<'qi: karif and Barner,r t996: Chang

et a,_. "507: Zhang et al. t99.: kau and Weng tog,3).

The muhi-scale variabilities of SST anomaly have shown

gTeat impacts on world climate. [n this work, we analyze

muldple dmescales contained in the globally averaged

SST anomaly with and their possibte relationship with

the summer and winter rainfall in the Lni_ed Scares over

the pasr. four decades.

2. DATA AND METHODS

The SST anomaly is b_ed on t _ x t" lonx lot

GISSTS2.Sb da_a se_ provided by i". N. Meteorological

Office. with the chmatology for the period of t961-90.

The U.S. rainfaE anomaly is based on the 1.02-division

data set, provided by the Climate Prediction Center,

.NOAA. The relar, ionship between the SST anomaly and

the rainL_21 anomaly in the U.S. obtained here is for 1.955-

t997 summers and i95.5/56-tOOF/'9,a, winters. However.

the whole SST record ! 1._.7L-l.OOT/O,g) iS used in wavelet,

_ransform for conr, inuadon aro,,_nd I.'955. Since there are

apparem wends in these seasonal mean SST anomalies.

a linear "rend has been f, moved from each time series

before .va',e[er_ ana[,vsis is performed. Aft,or separating

the drne series of the globaily averaged SST anomaly

into differen_ dmescales, the linear trend that is a part

of the [cng-term wend is then added back t,o the compo-

nen_ wirY. centennial variabilit; ;CEV, dmescales longer

r_han _4 )ears) as r,he trend !TRD) for the period of

1955-97. The signals with dmescales between 8 years

and 64 .'.'ears are combined as 'decadal-co-interdecadal

variablE".'" (DIV,. and those '.vkh timescates less than

years are combined as "intera,_mual variabi[it, y" ([AV/.

For each ;eason. the linear recession is performed for

these tb;_e temporN componenr,s ([AV. D[V and TRDi

witch g!oba[ grid SST anomaly ber_ween 40_S - 60°N. and

with the rNnfaU anomMy in the U.S. In the figures pre-

sented here. the subscripts "s- and "w'" indicate "sum-

meK" and "winter", respective[,
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3. GLOBAL MEAN SST ANOMALY

kau and Wens ( tO!),_,i analyzed interannual.

decadal-to-interdecadaI and giohal warming signals in

_lobally averaged annual mean sea surface r,empera_ure

for rhe period of t955-Or by usin_ NOA.A's 1.0 degree
resolution da_a. Here we stud-" _he difference between

summers and winters ac the dmescabs of IAV. DIV and

TRD. Fig. t. presents the global wavelet spectra of" lin-

early det, rended SST anomaly in J JA and DJF for the

period of t955-9.. The main difference between t,he t,wo

seasons is at r,he IAV dmescale. The dominant, IAV

dmescale in ,IJA is longer than 4 ',ears. while that in

DJF is shorter than 4 years. The [AV in DJF is much

stronger than that in J,JA. [n bor,h sevens, D[V has

apparent, peaks at decadai (around _0 years) and in-

t,erdecadal (armmd 40-50 years_ dmescales, and a weak

bidecadal signal (aroundI9 years,. There is also a weak

signal at CEV timescale in bor, h seasons. The original

SST anomaly and the corresponding dme series of [AV,

D[V and TRD are presented in Fig, 2 for IIA and Fig.

3 for DJF, respectively. There _re two dme ser_es for

[AV, One (shown by bars) is from _recdy wavelet coef-

ficients, and _he other (shown bv a curve) is the differ-

ence between the SST anomaiy and r,he sum or D[V and

TRD. [n both seasons, the magnitude of D[V is compa-

rable to that, of IAV. It is not, dear how much of the large

posit, ire values in D[V may be due =o the edge effect, of

wavelet. However, since we used ,he whob data length

i t,'r years) for wavelet transform, the large posidve value

around L960 should not be influenced by' an edge effect

at the D[V dmescaie. Thus. r_he targe positive values of

D[V in bot,h seasons in [990's mav be reasonable. This

D[V may be responsible for _hc frequently observed El
Nifio events in the t990's.

3. SST ANOMALY PATTERNS

Figs. 4 and 5 present the [inezr re_ression pat;ern,

of SST anomaiy wir,h the r,hre_ time series shown in

Figs. 2 and 3. respectively. Th,_se patterns show hew

_he SST anomaly in t,hese seasons vary at [AV, D[V
and TRD dmescales in different oceanic areas. Ac ¢he

[AV t,imescale, both seasons show an El Nifio-iike SST

anomaly distribution, with a positive globai mean. [n

DIS, the positive anomaiy in the eastern tropical Pa-

cific and t,he negative anomalies in the extra_ropics in

both hemispheres are stronger than those in J.IA..%t

r,he D[V dmescale, a positive center in the subtropical

eastern Pacific off west coast of North America intensi-



ties. The SST anomaly in this area may have a great

impact on the climate in the U.S. at the D[V timescale.

Meanwhile, the North Atlantic basically varies with the

same sign as the global mean SST anomaly at the DIV

timescale. As the length of the timescale increases, the

positive center in the tropics weakens, while the nega-

tive center in the extratropics in Northern Hemisphere

intensities. This implies that while the globe showing a

warming trend, the extratropicai North Pacific and the

northern parr of the North Atlantic show cooling trends

wir.h the largest cooling rate in the extratropical North

P_citic.

4. RAINFALL ANOMALY PATTERNS

Pre!iminarv results show 'hat the are,_ suffered

with fl_mJs _m.l droughts ma': he linked to different

:.ime_caies ,.'f :be variability :f the gtobaliv averaged

55T anomaiv !GMSST). in summers, a positive GMSST

component at [AV timescaffe i Fig. 6a) may be related

to severe droughts in the southeastern states while the

floods in the south and west of the Great Lake, New

England states, and the northwestern U.5. At the DIV

dmescale !F_g 6b}. a positive GMSST component may

be related co a wetter eastern parr. of the U.S. while drier

in the west. Severe flood may ,_cztu" in the middle south-

ern states of the U.S. Due to the global SST warming

trend {Fig. {c}, the coastal snares in the southeastern

US become drier while most o( <he U.$.. especially in

the east coas_ of Canada and the Great Lake area be-

come wetter. In winters, a positive GMSST at the [AV

timesca!e ¢Fig 6d) may be re!ated to flood in east coast

of the U.5. a.nd C._ifornia (especially its southern partl.

while drier in most other area, especially to the south of

_he Grea_ La&es and those in the northwestern states ex-

cept for Pacific coastal area. A: :he D[V timescale (Fig.

6e). a positive GMSST may be related to the flood in

Texas and Ca_fi/ornia anti drought in northwest states of

the L-5. The z'obat SST warmin:< wend IFig. 5f} _ends

_o make most part of the g'.3., especially _he southern

sra_es wet_,er while northwest coastal states of the LS

drier.

The above patterns and the components of GMSST

shown in Figs. 2 and 3are used :oestimate the impacts

of the l'-397-98 E[ Nifio event on _.he anomalous seasonal

rainfall _st_bution in the [.7.5. at different timescales.

Fig 6g shows the combined ira;act of t997 55T anomaly

a: IAV, O[% and TRD timesca',es on the rainfall in the

It-5. for :he summer. Fig. 4h is the observed rainfall

_nema!) during U2,97 summer. '_ _ious parts of the U.S.

may be influenced differendy depending on timesca[es.

As seen from Fig. 2. all the r.hree components in 199T

arc positive. Thus. in most states along Adandc coast

is dr%r than normal, whiIe <he mid states and western

coast area are wetter. Figs. 6i ._nd 6j are the combined

and observed rainfall patterns, respectively, for 1997/98

winter. The main features of the combined pattern are

similar to chose observed: the s,outheastern and western

coastal states are wetter, while northwestern states away

from the west coastal area are drier.

The patterns shown in Fig. 6 are only the part of

rainfall that may be related to the global scale (glob-

ally averaged; SST anomaly. Although Figs 4 and 5

have shown the corresponding SST emomaly patterns

related _o [AV. D[V and TRD components of G*ISST,

these may not reflect other SST anomaly influence on the

rainfall in the U. S. due to SST anomaly distribution in

space, which will be studied separately.
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Figure t: Global wavelet spectrum of the detrended SST

anomaly for a) JIA and b) DIF
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Figure 2: Global mean J.JA's SST anoma[;,

and its [.kV, DID" and TRD components based

on wave!et coet_cients. The :wo [.kV signais
are explained in the _ext.

Winters (1955/56 - 1997/98)
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Figure :3: Same as Figure 2, except for DJF.
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Figure 4: Linear re_re_sion of SST _nom,.dv wic_
g!obai me,_,'_ SFT <,:,rnponencs for Jr.x.
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Figure 3: Same as Figure 4. except for D_F.




